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Gerrards Cross, UK, April 15, 2009 – eCopy, Inc. today extended eCopy ShareScan® document imaging
software by adding business automation services to improve front office scanning workflows. These
services solve the challenges of maintaining information accuracy of scanned images and speeding document
capture processes, the two most common problems facing front office document imaging users.
eCopy™ now offers two business automation services – which perform image enhancement and barcode
recognition on scanned documents – as add-on software to eCopy ShareScan. These services bring
production scanning capabilities typically found only in software used with production scanners to
multifunction peripherals (MFP), enabling office workers who have no knowledge of image processing to
complete these tasks automatically.
The eCopy Business Automation Services streamline repeatable processes, such as automatically scanning
documents to specific network folders or capturing client identification and passing index information
directly to content management systems. They run transparently as background processes and can operate
independently or in tandem.
eCopy Business Automation Services
eCopy Barcode Recognition automates routine document scanning tasks such as naming, batching, splitting,
filing and indexing scanned documents based on barcodes contained in the documents. Using the
intelligence of barcodes while performing a batch process can eliminate scanning bottlenecks with
automated splitting of document batches and naming of files. By utilising this service, all files are
handled without user intervention, which delivers a simpler user experience and produces consistent
results.
“Scanning paper documents into electronic files involves multiple steps that are labour intensive, time
consuming and error prone – all of which can result in lost information,” said Greg Gies, director of
Product Marketing at eCopy. “The eCopy Barcode Recognition Service increases productivity and lowers
costs by automating routine tasks associated with scanning documents.”
eCopy Image Enhancement processes scanned documents to produce a “cleaner” image. This service
enables optical character recognition (OCR) and barcode automation to translate image content more
precisely into machine-readable and editable text, dramatically reducing manual exception reporting which
slows down scanning processes.
“Companies that can automate the processing of paper documents by combining document imaging with OCR
will drive time and cost of out of their processes. However, the precision of OCR and the ability to
automate the process depends heavily on image quality. The eCopy Image Enhancement Service helps
organisations create clear, legible images on the fly, eliminating scanning errors and saving time,”
Gies said.
Samuel French, Inc. founded in 1830 and headquartered in New York City, is the oldest and most
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established theatrical publisher and licensing agent in the world. The company utilises eCopy ShareScan
software to scan older plays and music material – some of which exist only in single copies –
resurrecting the materials into usable acting editions. Image enhancement services create clear images of
imperfect content, such as older manuscripts and music printed on onion-skin paper, which are saved as
PDF files for printing.
“eCopy enables us to revitalise products not previously available because they required costly copy and
editing processes to bring them to market,” said Ken Dingledine, publications manager at Samuel French.
“It has helped us expand our business beyond being a publisher to actually printing our plays and
support material in-house.”
eCopy ShareScan software enables office workers to scan paper documents easily and securely using
equipment that is readily available in any office – MFPs or scanners. It works with all the major
brands of MFPs or scanners. eCopy Barcode Recognition and Image Enhancement Services run with other eCopy
services such as cost recovery or Bates Numbering. Organisations can use eCopy business automation
services to automatically name files, split documents or enhance images when using the more than 100
application Connectors available for eCopy ShareScan.
-Ends-

About eCopy, Inc.
eCopy™, Inc. is an innovative provider of open and flexible solutions that transform paperwork into
paper that works. With more than 100,000 units of eCopy ShareScan sold, eCopy is the market leader in MFP
document imaging software. eCopy customers include GE, Time Warner Inc., Yahoo!, Nissan, Verizon
Wireless, BP, Sprint, General Motors, Siemens, Cisco Systems, SAAB, and Sony Corporation. eCopy, Inc. is
a global company headquartered in the United States, with subsidiaries in Japan and the UK, offices in
Germany, France, Scandinavia, Canada, Singapore, New Zealand and Australia. For more information, visit
http://www.ecopy.com or join the conversation at eCopy’s Document Imaging Blog at
http://documentimaging.typepad.com/.

eCopy is a trademark and ShareScan is a registered trademark of eCopy, Inc. All other referenced product
names are trademarks of their respective owners.
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